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Abstract

Amorphous Slack fault handling methodology utilizes adaptive runtime redundancy to
improve survivability of FPGA based designs. Unlike conventional static redundancy based
methods to achieve fault resilience, the proposed system operates in uniplex arrangement
under non-contingent conditions. The proposed fault isolation algorithm is invoked upon fault
detection which employs a health metric of the application operating over reconfigurable
platform. This assertion applies if a signal-to-noise metric is known, as well as applications
that do not possess a readily correlated metric to identify anomalous behavior. In particular,
readily available processor cores allow dynamic fault identification by executing a software
specification of the signal processing algorithm which is used to periodically validate critical
outputs of the high-speed hardware circuit within tolerances. The results from H.263 video
encoder and Canny edge detector implemented over Xilinx Virtex-4 device demonstrate
autonomous recovery from permanent stuck-at faults while maintaining the throughput
during fault-handling operations. The fault-detection and isolation applications are executed
on on-chip PowerPC processor while the Circuit-Under-Test (CUT) is realized in hardware
fabric. The proposed architecture allows on-chip processor based functional monitoring of
the contained hardware resources subjected to the actual inputs of the circuit.
Keywords: Fault-handling, FPGAs, Survivable Architectures,
Reconfiguration, Reliability, Availability, Hardware-software co-design
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1. Introduction
With the advent of 20nm CMOS device technology and the emergence of nanoscale
devices, permanent faults and aging-induced degradation effects can become more
prominent in both logic resources and interconnects [1-3]. This threat of diminished
component reliability becomes more unpredictable due to escalating thermal profiles,
process-level variability, and harsh environments such as deep-space [4], high-altitude
flight, or other mission critical applications. Furthermore, chip density and complexity
can make the prevention of all possible design faults infeasible.
Due to these challenges, error-resiliency and self-adaptability of future electronic
systems are subjects of growing interest [5-7]. In particular, a DSP device is survivable
if it can continue its operation in the presence of failures, perhaps in a degraded mode
with partially restored functionality [8]. For DSP devices implemented with
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reconfigurable digital fabric, its survivability can be achieved in various ways. Offline
testing methods rely on taking the DSP device out of operation, diagnosing the faulty
resources and avoiding those resources in the configured design. However, this method
is less practical for real-time systems with specific timing deadlines. On the other hand,
online testing methods, such as online Built-in Self-Test (BIST) techniques typically
involve pseudo-exhaustive input-space testing in order to identify faults, while
functional testing methods check the fitness of the datapath functions as they are
utilized [9]. Because reconfigurable hardware fabric has been widely used as a platform
for modern DSP applications such as image/video coding, cryptographic algorithms,
and speech processing [10-12], FPGA technology offers a suitable platform for
researching survivable DSP architectures. A comprehensive overview of the metrics for
fault tolerance is provided in [13].
Traditionally, survivable systems employ resolution phases such as Fault Detection,
Fault Isolation, and Fault Recovery. For example, the Concurrent Error Detection
(CED) setup, a popular redundancy based fault-detection method, either realizes two
concurrent replicas of a design [14], or two diverse duplex datapaths to avoid common
mode faults. Although with costs of area and power overhead, CED achieves very low
fault detection latency. A Triple Modular Redundant (TMR) system, on the other hand,
utilizes three instances of a datapath module, whose outputs become the input to a
majority voter. In this way, a TMR system is able to mask its faults in the output if
distinguishable faults occur within one of three modules. However, such approach
incurs an increased area and power requirements 3-fold that of the uniplex
configuration.
In our approach, we employ dynamic redundancy to isolate and recover from faults.
An on-chip processor core in FPGA fabric is used to monitor the health of contained
logic resources. Unlike conventional test vectors methods, the processor performs
functional testing of the resources subjected to the actual inputs of the system. In
addition, we demonstrate that the real time analysis of time varying characteristics of
input data is beneficial in predicting the computational complexity and hence the
required hardware resources. Hardware architecture with software flexibility is
desirable to provide architectural support to deal with these time -varying computing
workloads. Thus, the hardware resources saved by intelligent prediction of
computational resources are used to provide the capability needed for the propose d fault
isolation and recovery scheme. The simulation results of the fault-isolation scheme
show that fault isolation can be improved by taking into account the input signal
characteristics.
The proposed fault-resilient architecture is effectively demonstrated by implementing
H.263 video encoder on Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGA. The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
block is implemented in hardware by utilizing various Processing Elements (PEs) to
accelerate the performance. Such a distributed implementation is also useful in terms of
improvement in fault-resiliency. By using the proposed isolation algorithm, faulty PEs
can be avoided at runtime while some identified healthy PEs recover the functionality
in a fault-scenario. The Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) of video frames shows that
considerable throughput is available even during fault-diagnosis while complete or
partial recovery from hardware failures is demonstrated by the PSNR measure after
fault-handling phase.
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2. Related Work
Conventional approaches to achieve fault tolerance cannot effectively ensure DSP
device or system survivability, for example to multiple cumulative failures, because
they rely primarily on either redundant circuit techniques or conservative design such as
guard-banding, conservative voltage scaling, and even radiation hardening to ensure
correct operation and to increase error resilience. However, such passive or static
techniques may be inadequate in either fault coverage or recovery time, especially when
unexpected operating conditions occur or input characteristics vary. In fact, most
previous studies assume a priori knowledge of defects [15,16] or stable error
characteristics of input data, hence requiring the use of sophisticated error prediction,
fault modeling and avoidance methods [17], or test vectors which may degrade signal
processing throughput, and also not always be comprehensive.
For many years, redundancy-based techniques, such as the use of redundant
hardware, data integrity checking, and data redundancy across multiple devices [18, 19,
20], have been employed to provide static fault detection, masking and isolation
capability. Similar principles have also been applied within software domain, such as
N-version programming [21, 22], error handling in the code [23], and time-out
monitoring [24]. However, most of these redundancy techniques have significant
area/performance penalties and often are labor intensive, therefore having restricted
benefits. Moreover, redundancy-based techniques cannot effectively handle multiple
simultaneous faults in triplicated modules, such as the industry-standard and design tool
supported TMR approaches including Xilinx XTMR [25].
The goal of developing autonomously achieving hardware-efficient computing
survivability for DSP devices is justified by several technical trends. First, emerging
integrated CPU+FPGA hybrid platforms, such as the Extensible Processing Platfo rm
architecture from Xilinx [26], offer an unprecedented opportunity to explore for
intrinsic amorphous hardware redundancy. For example, there is renewed interest
recently among major chip makers to add gate programmability into general -purpose
CPUs partly due to the drastic increase in transistor density [27, 28, 29, 30].
Meanwhile, major FPGA vendors, such as Xilinx and Altera, have started shipping
large-capacity FPGA devices with high-performance embedded processor cores [31, 32,
33]. All these, we believe, not only provide a readily available platform to prototype
our proposed architecture, but also demonstrate the potential of achieving autonomous
diagnosis and self-recovery at the chip level without re-architecting existing computing
devices. Second, due to the significant increase in modern CMOS device’s computing
performance and logic capacity, research on evolvable hardware techniques has been
intensified recently in order to adapt hardware to achieve fault tolerance [13].
Commonly, these methods rely on finding a configuration which meets fitness criteria
under a given fault scenario in order to avoid faulty resources [14]. Finally, as more and
more applications in multimedia, cryptography and evolutionary systems can benefit
from dynamic reconfiguration [34], autonomous reconfiguration of computing devices
becomes an important issue. With the appearance of the partial reconf iguration
technology in recent years, mainly for FPGA technology, a series of frameworks for
dynamic reconfiguration have been developed [7, 35, 36]. All these technical advances
significantly enhance the feasibility for implementing resilient DSP devices.
Virtually all prior studies rely on one or more critical components, sometimes
referred to as golden elements [37] that are required to be operational in order for the
recovery strategy to operate. Many strategies that tend to excel with respect to
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sustainability characteristics often do so at the expense of increased overhead
characteristics. Thus, strength of the proposed approach is that it does not insert
additional golden elements, such as TMR voters or redundant gates, into the signal
processing data throughput path. As a result, a failure in fault-handling circuitry only
loses recovery capacity, not circuit throughput functionality.
While other redundancy based methods employ either static or dynamic redundancy
for fault-detection/isolation purposes as shown by CED, TMR and NMR arrangements
in Figure 1 and Figure 2, we develop an adaptive redundancy scheme. The proposed
fault-isolation algorithm is generalized to employ N-Modular Redundancy at runtime to
achieve desired reliability levels with constraints of area and power. The mathematical
Mode operation in Figure 2 denotes majority value that is passed through the voter and
becomes the main output of CUT.

Figure 1. Conventional CED and TMR Methods of Utilizing Redundancy for
Fault-tolerance
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Figure 2. A Quadruple Modular Redundant (QMR) Arrangement

3. Amorphous Slack Approach
To achieve fault-handling operation, we propose an Amorphous Slack (AS)
technique to time-multiplex the processing PRRs for different functions and compare
their outputs with those from the active modules in the logic datapath. A discrepancy
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between the outputs of two modules results in them remaining in the Suspect pool,
whereas the agreement marks them as Healthy after the evaluation window elapses.
This diagnosis procedure runs concurrently with DSP processing, without decreasing
signal processing throughput. Each processing slack can check multiple dis tinct
functional blocks, therefore being area efficient, by leveraging the FPGA’s inherent
property of reconfiguration.
We consider a typical signal processing application which can be pipelined into
multiple stages to accelerate the throughput. Consider a Functional Element (FE) which
can be partitioned into multiple PEs. Some of the PEs operate as Reconfigurable
Checker Elements (RCEs) for discrepancy checking purposes while others are kept in
the throughput datapath for computation purposes. The total number of checker
elements, designated as slack denoted by N s, available for comparison purposes can be
varied depending upon input signal characteristics, area margin, and power budget.
These RCE can either be spares reserved at design-time, temporarily vacated PEs
during runtime, or part of another FE performing some other task of lower priority. The
term Reconfigurable Slack (RS) is used for the PEs corresponding to the first two cases.
Algorithm 1 is used for fault isolation purpose in a core containing N PEs. Upon
identifying faulty PEs, their functionality is assigned to healthy PEs which may either
be slacks reserved at design time or some PEs computing lower priority -functions. In
case of a DCT, the DC-coefficient computation function is more significant than ACcoefficients computing functions since the DC-coefficient contains the most content
information about a natural image.
The proposed fault-handling scheme consists of the following phases: fault-detection
in uniplex mode of operation by observing a health metric, identification of the faulty
components by a novel fault-isolation algorithm and recovery from failures by
exploiting the runtime reconfiguration capability of modern FPGAs. These phases are
discussed in detail in the following subsections.
3.1. Fault Detection Mechanism
The software-based monitor running on FPGA’s on-chip processor monitors the health of
the CUT utilized resources by continually observing a health metric of the system. A
hardware anomaly is manifested as degradation in the quality of system’s output as verified
by injecting Stuck-At faults in the hardware resources’ models. The fault detection
mechanism is illustrated by the flow chart in Figure . Initially, the Fitness State (FS) of all
the PEs is healthy. However, the degradation of PSNR below a user defined threshold reveals
possible faulty nature of the CUT resources. Such a detection event leaves all the PEs suspect
and the hardware core needs further investigation as discussed in the fault isolation scheme
further.
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Figure 3. Fault Detection Mechanism
3.2. Fault Isolation Algorithm
For diagnosis purpose, concurrent comparison of various PEs’ outputs is made which are
selected from the overall pool based upon priority of the functions they implement. As shown
in Figure , a discrepancy between the outputs of a CED pair reveals faulty nature of at least
one of the PEs. On the other hand, a complete agreement in the output of a pair of PEs
implementing a same given function over an evaluation window period is considered as
presumed healthy nature of the PEs. Once a healthy PE has been found, another PE exhibiting
a discrepancy in the CED setup is marked as faulty. Algorithm 1 is an identification scheme
of finding healthy PEs in a pool of N PEs.
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Figure 4. Fitness State Update based upon Discrepancy Information
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Algorithm 1. Fault Isolation Algorithm Employing Amorphous Slacks
Input: N, Ns , Input signal characteristics, QP
Output: Ф
1: Initialize Ф=[x x x … x]T, i=1
2: while ({k| k∈Ф, k=0 } = ϕ) do
3: Designate PEs as checker(s) ; (N+1)≤s≤(N+Ns)
4: while (i ≤ N) do
5: Reconfigure AS(s) with the same functionality as PEi
6: Perform N-Modular Redundancy (NMR) majority voting to identify at
least one healthy AS, Фi ← 0 for PEi which shows no discrepancy
then go to step-11, Фi ← x
otherwise
7: i ← i+1
8: end while
9: Move the AS by updating N=N-Ns , Re-initialize i=1
10: end while
11: Use a healthy AS to check all other PEs
The AS fault handling scheme identifies the faulty PE(s) by employing the RCE(s) as
follows: Once fault is detected, the health of all the PEs in the processing datapath is
suspected. Thus, step-1 of Algorithm 1 initially labels all PEs as Suspect. An entry Фi= 1 in a
vector Ф of length (N +Ns) stands for faulty nature of the PEi, Фi= 0 for healthy PEi, and Фi=
x for suspected PEi. The vector Ф is used to maintain a record of proven healthy PEs.
Initially, the set containing tested and verified fault-free healthy PEs is an empty set (ϕ) as
labeled in step-2. The RCE can either be the blank PEs available in the system, some lowpriority PEs, or PEs temporarily decommissioned from another FE. Initially, the RCE (or
multiple RCEs) is reconfigured with the same functionality as that of the most important
functional PE, for example, the module for computing DC-coefficient (step-3 and step-5).
The location of a faulty PE is detected by performing the discrepancy check in an NMR
arrangement (step-6). In case of a Dual Modular Redundancy (DMR) arrangement, a faulty
status of one of the two modules, and a faulty status of more than N-2 modules in case of an
NMR arrangement result into Suspect state of every instance. Therefore, we proceed to
reconfigure the RCE with the second priority function and so on (step-3). Once an agreement
between two modules over a complete evaluation window is observed, the two modules are
declared as Healthy and their fitness state is updated (step-6). The identification of a healthy
RCE implies that we do not need to reconfigure the PEs as checkers further. A healthy
RCE can be used to check the fitness of all the modules (step -11). The discrepancy of a
suspected module in pair with a healthy module reveals its Faulty nature. On the other
hand, an observed discrepancy between suspected modules does not provide any
information and keeps them marked Suspect. If a Healthy RCE is not identified in the
first iteration even after reconfiguring with all of the functions in the datapath, it is
moved to the next PE, and so on (step-9). Upon the completion of fault isolation, the
priority functions are moved to the Healthy PEs, achieving recovery.
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4. Experiment Setup-1: H.263 Video Encoder
To demonstrate the validity of the proposed fault handling approach, we execute H.263
video encoder’s application on the Xilinx on-chip processor PowerPC while implementing
the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) core in hardware. For this purpose, the DCT module is
described in Verilog Hardware Description Language (HDL). The design is synthesized and
implemented in Xilinx Integrated Software Environment (ISE) development environment
with target device Virtex-4 FPGA. The detail of some of the hardware modules is given in
the following:
4.1. The PowerPC 405 Processor
The PowerPC 405 processor is an optimized 32-bit implementation of the PowerPC 64-bit
architecture. This on-chip processor block is optimized for embedded applications. The
PowerPC 405 implements a 5-stage pipeline consisting of fetch, decode, execute, write-back,
and load-write-back stages. Its memory management and cache management schemes are
optimized for embedded software environments and performance in numerically intensive
applications [38].
We used Xilinx Embedded Development Kit (EDK) which is a software suite of design
tools to build processor-based embedded system for implementation in Xilinx FPGA. Xilinx
Platform Studio (XPS) 9.2i provides the necessary interface to connect the essential
peripherals to the processor block. Through this interface, the processor block and peripherals
are available as embedded processing Intellectual Property (IP) cores. EDK invokes the
utilities from ISE to synthesize and implement the processor-based hardware system over
FPGA target [39]. Although, XPS environment can be used for the complete process starting
from creating an entire design to all the way to generating and downloading the bitstream, we
used ISE as the main platform for managing the overall system. The reason is that our video
encoder system involves Partial Reconfiguration (PR) necessitating a PR tool to be integrated
in the design flow as we will discuss further in the following.
4.2. Double Data Rate (DDR) Memory
We used Xilinx Embedded development board ML410 for evaluating the proposed FPGA
design. This board has a 265 MB DDR memory interfaced through a standard 240-pin Dual
Inline Memory Module (DIMM) socket [40]. The clock signal as a single differential pair is
broadcast from the FPGA logic. A clock feedback signal is also used to resolve clock-skew
issues by the Xilinx DCM IP. Xilinx Multi-Port Memory Controller (MPMC) core provides
processor access to DDR2 via the Instruction and Data Processor Local Buses (IPLB and
DPLB) as shown in Figure . The primary purpose of the DDR2RAM in this project is to store
code and data as their storage size requirement is beyond the capacity of the Virtex-4 FPGA’s
on-chip memory [42].
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Figure 5. Processor Block Interfaced to DDR-RAM through MPMC
Controller in XPS
4.3. Peripherals in the processor-based system
Other peripherals including DCT controller, DCT PEs, UART serial port, compact flash,
and General Purpose Input-Output (GPIO) cores are interfaced to the processor block via
PLB as shown in Figure 6. The image data is written by the processor to the frame buffer, and
then upon completion of the DCT operation on a row of pixels, it is read back from the frame
buffer to the PowerPC as shown in Figure 7. The data from first stage of the 2-D DCT, i.e.,
after 1-D DCT operation on 8 pixels, is used by the processor to diagnose the DCT core. For
example, the output from an active PE and three RS’s configured with the same function is
used to compute the majority value. A discrepancy in output of a PE from the majority output
value reveals the faulty nature of the PE. As shown in Figure 8, the output from PE1 which is
in active throughput datapath, is compared with the output from PE2, PE3, and PE4. These
checker PEs or RS’s are configured at runtime with same functionality and provide dynamic
redundancy for diagnosis purposes.

Figure 6. Peripherals Interfaced through PLB in XPS
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Figure 7. DCT Core Consisting of 8 PEs Interfaced with Processor Block
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Figure 8. QMR Majority Voting Employing Three RS's

5. Experiment Setup-2: Canny Edge Detector
The survivability of edge detecting applications is desirable in harsh operating
environments and long term missions [43]. A Canny edge detector [44-45] is characterized by
its enhanced edge detection capability. Therefore, we evaluate the behavior of hardware faults
in a Canny edge detection module. As shown in Figure 9(a), a 7×7 Gaussian Kernel is used in
smoothing phase of the edge detector. We employed a distributed architecture where the
convolution operation is performed by multiple PEs to accelerate the performance of the edge
detection. Figure 9 illustrates the qualitative result of fault-handling for an image in the
dataset available online [46].

6. Conclusions
We proposed a novel dynamic fault-handling approach to autonomously achieve high
survivability for the DSP circuits widely used in communications and cyber-physical systems.
The benefits of Amorphous Slack methodology include 1) Multi-Resilience: signal processing
throughput, as well as intrinsic graceful degradation, can be sustained even after multiple
cumulative failures; 2) Model-Free Coverage: robustness is not contingent on a priori
knowledge of hardware defects or input characteristics, thus avoiding error prediction
challenges of emerging device technologies; 3) Autonomy: explicit fault isolation is avoided
by adapting faulty modules within their own environment; 4) Compartmentalized Throughput
and Recovery: the throughput datapath operates even if the fault-handling mechanism fails
because golden elements such voters are not inserted into the throughput datapath; 5) Time
and Area Efficiency: a single uniplex instance of the datapath achieves high throughput, while
a governing health metric or flexible software detection scheme covers multiple modules
using idle CPU cores. The proposed scheme could be broadened to operate in the absence of
some uniplex health metric, such as PSNR, by instead using the processor cores during their
idle times on the target platform.
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Figure 9. Qualitative Results of the Survivable Edge Detector
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